
 

RUSSO PENDANT | ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Product   Installation   Diagram

Security regulations
Warning: In order to prevent the Light from breaking, falling, electric shock, fire and other
accidents that threaten personal safety, please strictly follow the instructions for installation
and use, do not modify the Lights and lanterns and  change the parts by yourself.!!

Safety precautions (please read the following precautions carefully before installation)
1. Please be sure to cut off the power supply first when installing.
2. The ceiling used to install Light, must be able to withstand more than four times the weight of Light. Lights
and lanterns cannot be installed in thin and soft place, or where cannot bear the weight such as gypsum
board, plastic sheet, thin metal sheet, etc.
3. Light cannot be installed in high temperature objects above or wet places (can not be installed in the
furnace, gas and exhaust and other things above, to prevent damage).
4. Light shall not be connected in series with other electrical appliances, and dimmers can not be used in
parallel.
5. When Inspecting, repairing the Lights and lanterns, please entrust the operation of professional
personnel.
6. When Light is abnormal, please quickly cut off the power and contact us.
7. If the external flexible cable or flexible cable of the Light damage, please contact us to seek solutions to
avoid danger.

AAcccceessssoorriieess  ddrraawwiinngg Assembling accessories step by step

Accessory  name number number

Packing list

1PC

glove 1PC

 Lock the light pole clockwise to the base

1 2

3

Install the light source and turn on the
power, the installation is complete

4

2  Light pole

3  Tube

1 Cement base

Accessory  name

4  Lampshade

Lock the two parts of the upper and lower
poles together

Lock the pole clockwise on the lampshade

instructions

Security Regulations
Note: Do not modify or change the 
electrical of this lighting as this could 
result in fire and/or injury. Please follow 
assembly instructions for installation. 

Safety Precautions (please read fully and follow the instructions 
before installation)

1. Please ensure the lamp is not plugged into an electrical outlet 
when assembling. 

2. Do not assemble near wet/damp areas or near gas/exhaust 
furnaces or fireplaces. 

3. Keep the lamp away from curtains, bedding linens, and any 
other flammable materials. 

4. When replacing the bulb turn the lamp off and allow the 
lightbulb to cool. 

5. Do not plug the lamp into multiple power strips as this may 
overload your electrical system. 

6. Do not use the lamp with light dimmers. 

7. Do not use for outdoor use. 

8. Do not exceed the recommended wattage. 

9.  If flickering or any other unusual issues occur with your lamp, 
unplug the lamp from the electrical outlet and contact a 
qualified electrician. 

10.  If any external damage occurs on the lamp itself or the lamp 
cord unplug your lamp from the electrical outlet and contact 
a qualified electrician to avoid any electric fires and/or injury.

Care Instructions: 

Wipe the external surfaces with a damp cloth. Use a soft cloth to wipe 

and polish the product, do not use sponges or steel wool. Do not use the 

following products for cleaning: abrasive household cleaners, acidic and/

or alkaline cleaning materials, or household ammonia for cleaning.

Step 1 Step 2
 

1. Put the power cord through the stem & canopy housing 
firstly and then fasten the canopy on the stem housing as 
a complete set.
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2. Connect the lamp power cords to the driver according 
to the “+” & ”-”. Make sure the postive & negative are 
correctly wired.
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Step 3 Step 4

3. Install the mounting bracket housing on the ceiling. 
4. Connect the driver cords to the ceiling power cords, make 

sure “N”(Neutral wire) & “L” (Live wire) are correctly wired. 
Then fasten the canopy on the ceiling mounting bracket 
housing at the end.
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